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Efficient White-Light Visible Light Communication
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Mariangela Di Donato , Alberto Picchi , Andrea Pucci , Massimo Calamante , and Jacopo Catani

Abstract—OpticalAntennas (OAs) based on Fluorescent Con-
centrators (FCs) promise a revolution in the deployment of Visible
Light Communication (VLC) and Optical Wireless Communica-
tion (OWC), due to their inherent advantages over conventional
receivers in terms of exceedingly larger field of view (FoV) and
optical gain (OG). Whilst FC-based OAs have been demonstrated in
VLC applications in a wealth of works embedding monochromatic
UV and Blue LED sources, a detailed study demonstrating the
performances of OA in white-light VLC (WLC) applications, which
is at the basis of the deployment of VLC for Internet of Things
(IoT), 6G and pervasive networks, is still lacking. In our work
we present and test two 50 mm x 50 mm OAs for WLC, based
on two of the most effective fluorophores (Lumogen© Red 305 F
and DQ1, respectively) used in Luminescent Solar Concentrator
(LSC) applications. We perform a detailed characterization of
intrinsic and VLC performances, comparing the results with a
novel Monte Carlo model accurately describing the photon con-
version and propagation processes. Whilst DQ1 represents the
most suited solution for high-speed VLC with UV/blue LEDs, our
results highlight excellent performances of Lumogen-based OA
in white-light settings, outpacing the performances of ordinary
photodiode-based receivers. Our results pave the way towards the
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full-fledged deployment of VLC in IoT applications, where the
availability of detectors with large-area, wide FoV and enhanced
OG covering the white LEDs emission is a central element.

Index Terms—Li-Fi, luminescent solar concentrators, optical
antennas, visible light communication, VLC.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE constantly increasing request for wireless data connec-
tions and the related congestion of radio-frequency (RF)

spectrum makes it necessary to exploit other bands of the electro-
magnetic spectrum in order to achieve full-fledged deployment
of long-sought services and architectures such as Internet of
Things (IoT) [1], [2], Smart Cities [3], Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) [4], and Augmented Reality Services [5]. For
this reason, next-generation wireless platforms such as 6G [6]
will fully encompass the optical domain to wirelessly cast
data over the air, relieving the issues related to RF spectrum
congestion [7]. In light of this, researchers have been working
on Visible Light Communication (VLC) for the past decade,
aiming at exploitation of ordinary LED sources to provide for
fast, reliable and pervasive wireless communications along with
illumination and signaling. In VLCs, data are encoded over the
optical carrier as intensity modulation, theoretically supporting
extremely large bandwidths (BW), increased intrinsic security,
and very low latency [8], [9] as compared to common RF-based
technologies, making it a key candidate for the implementation
of future communication networks [10], [11], [12], [13]. Several
recent studies have been carried out embedding fast LED sources
and receivers, reporting very high data rates ranging from several
hundred Mbps to Gbps [14], [15], [16]. However, the majority of
these pioneering studies were typically carried out in a laboratory
setting [17], [18], exploiting small-sized, fast LEDs as a source,
or even on micro LEDs [19], achieving relatively short commu-
nication links in a very protected environment. This approach
is hardly suitable for the implementation of realistic VLC links
or Li-Fi architecture [20], the latter aiming at the exploitation
of ordinary high-power white LEDs (WLEDs) as illumination
and communication sources. As white LEDs typically feature
an intrinsically reduced BW of a few MHz [21] due to the
presence of a layer of phosphors slowly converting a portion
of blue light into yellow, seminal works studied the possibility
to realize high-speed, white-light VLC (WLC) links by blue
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filtering the light at receiver [22]. Filtering indeed eliminates
the slow phosphor component and improves the overall BW
of the system, with the possibility of attaining Gbps rates when
advanced equalization [23], [24] and modulation [25] techniques
are put in play. However, in situations where ultra-high data rates
are not a priority, as in the case of most IoT applications [26],
[27], this method is not ideal as it wastes a major portion of
optical power available from the LED source [28], negatively
impacting the attainable haul of WLC links. Furthermore, as the
communication link lengthens, the large spatial divergence of
common LED lamps makes it essential to have a large Optical
Gain (OG) at the receiver, to maintain a high signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). In photodiode (PD)-based receiver (RX) stages,
however, maintaining a large OG without a complementary
reduction of the Field of View (FoV) is impossible due to
the Eténdue principle [29], while the RX sensitivity cannot be
increased arbitrarily by enlarging the PD size, as this intrin-
sically limits its BW due to parasitic capacitance effects [30].
The limitations in FoV, size and sensitivity of RX stages are
even more evident in free-space optical communication (FSO)
implementations, where the long-haul of the link boosts the
effects of dynamical misalignment between transmitter (TX)
and receiver (RX) stages due to beam wandering [31], severely
affecting the communication performances and quality.

Taking such scenarios into account, an ideal RX stage for
VLC must feature high OG, high BW, and relaxed misalignment
sensitivity. To tackle this challenge, researchers have recently
proposed a break-through approach, developing Optical An-
tennas (OA) based on Fluorescent Concentrators (FC) [32],
[33]. FC-based OAs are thin, planar substrates, fabricated by
dispersing a fluorophore into a polymeric matrix [34], [35], and
capable of converting the impinging photon flux towards longer
wavelengths with a given quantum yield (φ) [36]. Due to the
high refractive index of the polymeric host, the re-emitted light is
wave-guided towards the edges of the slab, which could embed
a small-area, fast PD. The effective receiving area of OA can
hence be made much larger than a typical PD, yet preserving
large BWs and relaxed angular dependence as compared to
ordinary optical condensing stages [29]. Such an approach could
have a profound impact on the implementation of pervasive
VLC, as FC OAs can be virtually integrated in devices like
laptops, mobile phones etc. [37]. Furthermore, as FCs can relax
misalignment issues and the related need for complex pointing
tracking systems, their potential becomes evident also for FSO
communications [38] and long-range VLC applications [39]. By
properly selecting fluorophores with reduced fluorescent life-
times, pioneering works implementing planar shaped FC OAs
successfully achieved transmission at very high baud rates up to
few Gbps [40]. In most cases, FCs are realized using organic flu-
orophores, (OFs), initially developed for different applications
yet featuring suitable properties for VLC, like absorption in the
visible spectrum and a high fluorescence. The most commonly
used OF is Coumarin 6 [29], [33], [41], [42] as it possesses
good optical properties, but it suffers from poor compatibility
with the polymeric matrix and low stability [43]. Other exam-
ples of less performing OFs include BODIPY derivatives [44],
characterized by a low fluorescence, and pentaphenylenes [45],

which have absorption below 400 nm and thus cannot be utilized
with white LEDs. Perylene diimides, such as the LR305, exhibit
good stability and compatibility with PMMA, which is one of
the most commonly used polymeric matrix, as well as a high
fluorescence, and have been proposed for VLC applications [46],
but no evidence for WLED communication has been reported
yet. Recent comparative studies analyzed the time response of
several FC in VLC applications [46]. Others also considered dif-
ferent geometries from simple planar slabs. For instance, in [47],
non-planar (spherical) geometries have been realized through
fluorescent flexible fibers absorbing the UV-portion of the vis-
ible spectrum (< 405 nm), as well as flexible nanostructured
FCs [38] have been demonstrated, both exploiting violet LEDs
as TX sources [48]. However, even if recent results highlighted
limitations of UV-absorbing fluorescent fibers as RX stages in
white-light VLC systems, the vast majority of works employs
Blue-UV LED sources, as most reported FC-based OAs feature
the largest absorption in the Blue-UV spectral region [46]. A
few attempts have been made to realize FC OAs exploiting white
light. Recently, a multi-layer OA has been reported, performing
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) in the blue and green
regions of visible spectrum, respectively [33]. In [49] an OA
design using three distinct commercially available fluorescent
fibers is presented, selectively absorbing different wavelength
ranges, such as to cover the spectrum of a WLED. Similarly,
in [50] a simulation-based scheme for an OA integrating three
distinct fluorophores is suggested, with no experimental confir-
mation for the proposed scheme. To fill the gap in unleashing
the full potential of VLC with WLED sources, in this paper
we build and test OAs exploiting two organic fluorophores
(OF) originally developed and successfully employed for solar
conversion, namely Lumogen Red© 305 F (LR305), the com-
mercial benchmark for Luminescent Solar Concentrator (LSC)
applications [51], [52] and DQ1, a recently synthesized quinox-
aline chromophore that was reported to feature excellent optical
properties in LSC. [53]. The two chromophores have different
spectral properties: while DQ1 has an intense absorption peaked
at 430 nm, fluorescing with high φ and large Stokes shift, LR305
absorbs over a large portion of the solar spectrum, with smaller
Stokes shift. Comparing the performances of the two FC with
WLED sources is an essential step to select the most suited OA
in WLC applications.

To this scope, here, we perform a thorough experimental
characterization of the two OAs, measuring their intrinsic prop-
erties (such as BW and wavelength-dependent efficiency), as
well as their communication performances embedding them
as OA in a complete WLC system, as a function of the link
length. We corroborate our analysis with a detailed Monte Carlo
model to estimate the efficiency of both FCs as a function of
wavelength, accounting for geometrical propagation, multiple
internal reflections and re-absorption processes, for several LED
sources. The paper is structured as follows: Section II-A provides
a comprehensive description and analysis of the LR305 and DQ1
fluorophores, including their absorption and emission spectra.
Section III gives details on the experimental characterization of
FC slabs prepared with the two fluorophores, such as rise and
fall times and collection efficiency, and presents the Monte Carlo
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Fig. 1. (a) Top: Chemical structure of LR305 and DQ1. The perylene and quinoxaline cores are highlighted in red and green respectively. Bottom: schematic
representation of the FC slab and of the internal reflection paths for converted photons; (b) absorption (solid lines) and emission (dashed lines) spectra of the two
OF in the realized PMMA slabs (conc. 350 ppm); blue dashed line correspond to WLED emission spectrum; (c) image of the implemented OAs, and (d) block
diagram of the experimental setup for efficiency and time-response measurement setup.

model along with its predictions. In Section IV, we describe the
experimental campaign embedding both FCs as OAs in WLC
configuration and recording their performances in terms of qual-
ity of VLC transmission, including achievable maximum data
rate and achievable transmission distance. Finally, in Section V,
we present our conclusions and summarize the obtained results.

II. PROPERTIES OF SELECTED FCS AND REALIZATION OF OAS

A. Properties of LR305 and DQ1

The chemical structure of the two employed chromophores,
LR305 and DQ1, is depicted in Fig. 1(a). In our study, LR305
(Fig. 1(a)), currently considered as the best performing OF in
LSC applications [54], has been chosen as a benchmark, as it
features a very good overlap between its absorption band and
WLED spectrum (see Fig. 1(b)), and it is easily available in
the market. On the other side, like most symmetric perylene
fluorophores, LR305 presents a limited Stokes shift and, given
the significant overlap between its absorption and emission
spectra (Fig. 1(b)), the performances of large-area FCs fabricated
with this dye are generally limited because of self-absorption
phenomena [55]. Limiting self-absorption is of particular impor-
tance in VLC applications, as it induces losses due to secondary
re-absorption processes, and may also introduce temporal delays
into light transmission to the receiver, potentially limiting the
maximum achievable BW for high bit rates when large substrates
are realized [46]. The other selected OF, DQ1, has the advantage
of achieving Stokes shifts as large as 116 nm (0.61 eV), yet
retaining easy and economic synthetic paths, with a noticeable
fluorescence φ. Absorption and emission spectra of the FCs

realized with the two fluorophores are reported in Fig. 1(b).
LR305 (upper panel) features a main broad absorption band
peaked at 574 nm, with a shoulder at 536 nm and a lower intensity
band peaking at 443 nm, thus covering a broad region of the
UV-visible spectrum. Its fluorescence is peaked at 611 nm with
a Stokes shift limited to 37 nm. When compared to LR305,
absorption and emission spectra of DQ1 (centered at 430 and
530 nm, respectively, see Fig. 1(b)) are blue-shifted, but the
spectral overlap is reduced. Both OF present good φ values of
0.83 (LR305) and 0.87 (DQ1), in the realized FCs. Previous
characterization demonstrated that the fluorescence lifetime of
both fluorophores is approximately 8 ns, thus well suited for
VLC applications with BW up to several MHz [53], [56]. The
trade-off between the two OFs is not easy: whilst LR305 overlaps
well with the WLED spectra, DQ1 has a higher φ and lower
self-absorption, making it nontrivial to foresee which could
perform better in WLC.

B. Realization of FC Slabs and Integration as OA

FC slabs doped with LR305 or DQ1 were realized by
free radical polymerization. PMMA free radical polymeriza-
tions were performed by cell casting, pouring a solution of
methyl methacrylate (TRE CI s.r.l., Teramo, Italy), poly(methyl
methacrylate) powder (DIAKON, Mw = 95,000 g/mol, Lucite
International), fluorophore and initiators into a (25× 25× 0.3)
cm mold. Molds are composed of two glass sheets separated by
PVC gasket, whose thickness is adjusted to match that required
for the PMMA sheet when pressed. Metallic clamps allow the
mold to remain sealed during polymerization. The pouring resin
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Fig. 2. (a) Rise time of LR305 and DQ1 FCs (red and dark yellow solid lines, respectively) when stimulated by a BW-limited pulse of violet light (purple line).
Dashed lines represent the function obtained applying the model (see text), minimizing the deviation from sout(t). (b) Symbols represent the power-normalized
collection efficiency of LR305 and DQ1 OAs, measured with LEDs at different wavelengths (left panel), and with white LED, with and w/o blue filter (right panel).
Shaded areas represent the predictions of our Monte Carlo model, with their related uncertainty.

(300 g) contains 60 g of DIAKON (20 wt.%), 240 g of MMA
(80 wt.%), and 0.30 g of Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN, Sigma
Aldrich, USA) (0.1 wt.%), Lumogen F Red 305 (Abcr GmbH,
Germany) or DQ1 (synthesized according to the literature [53])
were added in the desired concentration (350 ppm). The sealed
mold was placed in a water-filled tank overnight at a temperature
of 50 ◦C, then transferred to an oven for 4 hours, reaching 120
◦C. At the end of the curing process, the two glass sheets were
separated, and the PMMA slab was cut to size by laser cutting
and polished, reaching a plane square geometry, with 50 mm ×
50 mm × 3 mm dimensions (W × H×T). OAs are then realized
by coupling one of the 50 mm × 3 mm edges of the FC slabs
to a fast PD (Fig. 1(a)–(c)), collecting the fluorescence photons
and converting them into electrical current. In efficiency and
communication tests (Sections III-A and IV, respectively) the
OAs embed a 30 mm × 3 mm Si PD (Hamamatsu S3588-09),
whose photo-current is voltage-converted and amplified by a
specially-made trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) with 12 MHz
BW. A multi-order AC filtering stage is embedded before TIA
to filter out low frequency unwanted light components below
1 KHz, and to avoid DC saturation [57]. The customized PD and
TIA stage has BW of 12 MHz for minimum TIA gain (G= 0 dB).
Part of the wave-guided photons will escape the slab and will not
be collected by the PD, whose dimensions are slightly smaller
than the edge size. This leaves space for further geometrical
optimization in future versions of our OAs. Conversely, in time-
response analysis (Section III-A) the custom PD+TIA stage is
replaced by a commercial avalanche PD featuring 400 MHz
BW (APD, Thorlabs APD430 A/M) with a reduced active area
of 0.2 mm2. In this case, indeed, we target a faster response than
the OF lifetime, rather than a large collection efficiency.

III. CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING OF INTRINSIC

PROPERTIES OF OPTICAL ANTENNAS

A. Characterization of Time Response and Efficiency

To determine the frequency response of the FCs, we imple-
ment a high-BW TX stage by driving a low-power violet LED
(15 mW @ 405 nm, Thorlabs LED405E) through an arbitrary

waveform generator (AWG) (Siglent SDG6022X). First, by
applying square current pulses on the LED, we record the optical
signal sin(t) emitted by the LED through the APD, observing
optical rise and fall times of∼ 30 ns (BW= 12 MHz) (Fig. 2(a)).
Then, to detect the FC response, the light source is placed in the
center of the slab, almost in contact with the surface, driven by
the same square wave current. The light emitted by the antenna,
denoted as sout(t), is recorded by a 200 MHz digital oscilloscope
(Tektronix, MDO3024) by positioning the APD at one of the
edges of the FC (Fig. 1(c)). The observed time responses are
reported as solid lines in Fig. 2(a).

As shown by [46], if the self-absorption probability is small,
the time response of a FC can be described as a first-order
low-pass filter. To estimate its cutoff frequency we calculate the
convolution of sin(t) with a decaying exponential and determine
the time constant that minimizes the deviation of the convoluted
function from sout(t). The comparison between these two curves
is reported in Fig. 2. The time constants estimated from the
fit result τLR305 = (11.1± 0.2) ns for LR305 slab and τDQ =
(9.52± 0.12) ns for DQ1 slab. A similar analysis has been also
performed on the falling edge of the signal, yielding the same
values, within the experimental uncertainties. The agreement
between simulation and experiment is excellent, although the
measured time constants result slightly larger than the ones
already reported in the literature [53], [56]. Further studies will
be required to investigate the origin of this discrepancy. We plan
to perform similar experiments with larger FCs slabs and with
variable distances between the detector and the point where the
light impinges on the OA. This will allow to model and quantify
the effect of multi-photon reabsorption, that is known to increase
the response time of the antennas [46]. Finally, we stress that the
convolution method we adopted allows to estimate the values of
the time constants with high precision even if they are smaller
than the rising time of the LED signal.

In order to evaluate the wavelength-dependent efficiency of
VLC receivers we exploit a setup similar to the one described
above, where the APD is replaced by our custom PD+TIA stage
(Section II-A). PD is placed in contact with the slab at the mid
point of a lateral edge, and several monochromatic LEDs sources
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are used (385 nm, 405 nm, 430 nm, 465 nm, and 560 nm),
as well as a WLED (Thorlabs LEDW7E) with and without
a blue filter (Thorlabs, FB450-40). Whilst LSC setups often
involve external efficiency measurements, defined as the ratio
of photons collected at the edges of the FC with respect to the
photons impinging the OA [58], [59], we rather measure a more
direct quantity, i.e. the collection efficiency ηcoll, by placing
each LED, driven to its nominal current value, at a fixed, short
distance in front of the OAs. We then record the amplitude of the
converted signal after PD+TIA stage for each source, neglecting
the fluorescence photons escaping from uncovered portions of
the edges. In order to present comparable efficiency results,
ηcoll is retrieved by normalizing the recorded amplitudes to the
corresponding optical power of each LED, measured through a
power meter (Ophir Nova PD-300, 1-cm2 active area). The short
distance between LED and OAs makes the LED emission pattern
to be fully contained in the OA’s surface. Fig. 2(b) reports ηcoll as
a function of wavelength (left panel). Error bars are obtained by
error propagation of experimental uncertainties on PD and LED
positioning, LED power, and signal amplitude. Results show that
OAs realized with both DQ1 and LR305 exhibit similar perfor-
mances in the UV-blue region, with a slightly larger efficiency of
DQ1 at 380 nm and 405 nm as compared to LR305, associated
with its stronger absorption in the blue region (see Fig. 1(b)).
However, as expected from absorption spectra, the efficiency of
DQ1 considerably drops as compared to LR305 for wavelengths
longer than 430 nm, while LR305 features an exceedingly larger
yield in the green-yellow region around 560 nm, which is an
essential band for WLED-based communications. To confirm
this point, right panel of Fig. 2(b) reports a similar analysis
involving a WLED source, with and without blue filtering. As
data show, LR305 has a nearly treble efficiency as compared
to DQ1 when white light is used, while when the blue filter is
inserted the global yield of both OFs decreases as a consequence
of the lower optical power available after the filter. However,
whilst LR305 features a decrease of 85% as compared to the
unfiltered case, DQ1 features a lower reduction (62%), leading to
similar performances with blue-filtered light. This is mainly due
to the self-blue-filtering effect inherent to the absorption profile
of DQ1, not absorbing the green-yellow components of WLED.
Given the observed efficiencies, one could argue better overall
performances when using LR305-based OA in WLC applica-
tions. However, as LR305 also retains the slow components of
WLED light, a non-trivial trade-off could stem from competition
between larger collection efficiency and slower response of
LR305 as compared to DQ1 in WLC applications, underlining
the need for direct communication tests in specific baud rate
conditions (Section IV).

B. Efficiency Monte Carlo Model

The photon transport in the slabs has been simulated by
implementing a Monte Carlo model developed using MATLAB
programming language [60] and following previous literature
on ray-tracing computational models [50], [61], [62], [63],
The main input parameters of the model are the geometry of
the slab, φ (respectively 0.83 and 0.87 for LR305 and DQ1), the
experimental absorption and emission spectra of the slabs doped

with the OFs, the measured power and emission spectrum of the
light source. In the simulations, 105 photons from different LED
sources are randomly generated within the emission distribution
of the LED and uniformly distributed within the measured radius
of 3 mm, considering the LED placed in contact with the slab
surface and at its center. The experimental geometry is described
in Fig. 1(a). Fresnel reflections are taken into account at the
air-slab interfaces (PMMA reflectivity = 4%). After entering
the slab, the free path ΔS of each photon is computed using
the Lambert-Beer law, considering the experimental absorption
spectra (Fig. 1(b)) and the known concentration of the dye
(350 ppm):

ΔS = − log(r)
ε(λ)M

, (1)

where r is a random variable between [0,1], ε(λ) is the molar
extinction coefficient of the dye, andM the molar concentration.
Absorbed photons are isotropically re-emitted with a probability
φ, with a wavelength distribution corresponding to the emission
spectrum (Fig. 1(b)). With reference to Fig. 1(a), each photon
travels within the slab until it is alternatively:
� re-absorbed after travelling a free path ΔS ( (1)), and

eventually re-emitted, depending on φ;
� lost due to transmission at a slab surface, according to

the Fresnel equations for total internal reflection (TIR) for
unpolarized light, considering the refractive index change
at the surface (nslab =1.49, nair=1);

� collected from the detector, after multiple TIR reflections
at the slab surfaces. Only the photons impinging the active
area of the detector placed in contact with the surface
(detector-to-slab distance = 50μm) are considered.

The present model features several improvements with respect
to previously reported works. It implements angle-dependent
Fresnel reflections at the OAs edges and at the detector’s air-
silicon interface (ηsilicon = 3.46), and allows both the convo-
lution of the power spectrum of the collected photons [W] with
the detector spectral responsivity [A/W], and the conversion to
measured voltage, accounting for TIA gain [V/W], which finally
allows to obtain the collection efficiency [mV/mW] for direct
comparison with the experiments.

The results of the Monte Carlo simulations for each LED
source are plotted in Fig. 2(b) as shaded areas, whose extension
represents the confidence interval of the simulation, determined
by varying each input parameter within its experimental un-
certainty interval (10% uncertainty in concentration, 5% un-
certainty in φ, 2% uncertainty in refractive index, and a 50%
uncertainty in the PD to slab distance). The residual discrepancy
between model and data could be due to scattering effects
occurring in the substrates, and to losses due to non-perfect
optical quality of slabs, not accounted for by the model.

IV. VLC TESTS WITH LR305 AND DQ1 OPTICAL ANTENNAS

A. System Architecture for VLC Tests

To experimentally assess the performances of LR305 and
DQ1 for WLC applications, we embed our new OAs as op-
tical receivers (Section II-B) in a complete VLC system (See
Fig. 3). We perform bit error rate (BER) measurements through
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the experimental setup for WLC communication
tests and BER analysis.

a synchronous digital transmission analyzer (Anritsu ME520B
BERT system), with an external clock distributed to both the
TX and RX modules (Fig. 3). The data pattern is represented
by a (215 − 1) pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) with
non-return-to-zero, on-off keying (OOK-NRZ). The VLC TX
stage is realized by driving the WLED with the TX module,
so that the digital PRBS sequence is replicated on the optical
channel as intensity modulation on white light. For VLC RX
stage, we consider two different configurations: the first [White]
corresponds to a condition where the full white WLED spectrum
impinges onto OAs, whilst the second [Filtered] embeds the
450-nm optical filter in front of WLED (see Section III-A). The
configuration [bare PD] in which the PD is used as a direct RX
front-end is also analyzed for reference. The PD output after
OAs is band-pass filtered by means of a unitary gain amplifier
(LeCroy, DA1822 A) and sent to the RX block of the BERT
system, measuring data integrity and reporting the BER value.
We carried out transmission tests at rates of 1 Mbps and 5 Mbps.

B. VLC Data Transmission Analysis: BER vs Amplitude/SNR

Fig. 4(a) shows the BER values measured for the experimental
configurations discussed above, as a function of the peak-to-peak
amplitude of the signal received at the PD output. Red (yellow)
symbols correspond to data for LR305 (DQ1) OAs. Blue sym-
bols represent [bare PD] cases. Error bars (not shown not to
overload the figure) are obtained as the standard deviation on
recorded data, and correspond to ∼ 4% and ±0.2 mV on the
vertical and horizontal axis, respectively. First considering the
5 Mbps rate, the [bare PD, White] and [LR305, White] cases
feature similar BER values, higher than all other cases, and in
particular of the [LR305, Filtered] case. This is justified by the
fact that at this rate the slow phosphor component of WLED
lowers the overall BW, so that the overall SNR, for a given signal
amplitude, is lower. Conversely, by either using blue-filtered
light or the DQ1 fluorophore, slow components are not converted
and the SNR is higher. This is more evident by looking at
eye-diagrams, recorded for each experimental configurations for
a fixed amplitude of 15 mV via a digital oscilloscope (Keysight,
InfiniiVision DSOX6004 A) at 5 Mbps, and reported in Fig. 4(b).
The BW-limiting effect of yellow phosphors is evident in both
[bare PD, White] and [LR305, White] cases, leading to slower
transitions and narrower eye widths. Interestingly, this effect
is evident in neither [Filtered] cases, nor in the [DQ1, White]
case, where the BW corresponds to the intrinsic BW of the
blue component of WLED (∼ 9.4 MHz). Considering the lower

data rate of 1 Mbps, no sizeable differences in performances are
observed, indicating that both LR305 and DQ1 similarly behave
in WLC links because of their intrinsic lifetime (Section III-A)
is lower than the WLED rise time (∼ 160 ns, BW∼ 2.2 MHz).

We note that cases with similar peak-to-peak amplitudes, yet
featuring different signal distortion due, e.g. to different BWs,
could lead to different BER values as a consequence of a different
SNR value, defined as SNR = SRMS/σnoise, where SRMS is the
RMS signal amplitude after PD, and σnoise is the measured RMS
noise value in the decoder BW. However, by considering purely
additive white Gaussian noise and binary OOK modulation,
and in case no synchronization errors are considered, the BER
should only depend upon SNR through BER = 1

2erfc(SNR)
[64]. By calculating SRMS and σnoise we can re-plot BER data
as a function of SNR (see Fig. 4(c)). The calculation is performed
on the recorded tracks of amplitude values measured before
the input stage of RX module. Oscilloscope tracks are BW
limited to 200 MHz, which approximately matches the input
BW of the RX module, so that SRMS and σnoise are effectively
calculated in the decoder BW. Fig. 4(c) reports the comparison
between data and the predictions of the model (shaded area)
with no free parameters, taking into account a technical offset
Soffs = 6.5mV affecting the discriminator module, lowering the
effective SNR by a factor Soffs/σnoise � 9. The BER model is
calculated using the rescaled value (SNR − 9). The width of the
area on Fig. 4(c) corresponds to a confidence interval obtained
by including a 5% error in the experimental value of the offset.

Importantly, as expected, we retrieve similar trends for all
analyzed cases, and all datasets converge towards a single branch
in proximity of the theoretical prediction.

C. Communication Tests as a Function of Distance

As a final test, we analyzed the WLC performances of our OAs
as a function of the distance between TX and RX, driving the
WLED with constant nominal DC current and fixed modulation
depth. Both signal amplitude and BER are recorded by varying
the relative distance between light source and OAs (Fig. 5(a)–(b),
respectively) in 5-cm steps, for all configurations discussed in
previous sections (see the legend in Fig. 5(a)–(b). Error bars are
not shown in order not to overload the figure and make it more
readable. We neglect the errors on the positioning distance. Stan-
dard deviation on experimental amplitude values is ∼ 0.2 mV,
whilst BER error bars are obtained as the standard deviation
on recorded data, and correspond to ∼ 4%. As our analysis
is focused on comparing the performances of two OF-based
OAs, we would like to point out that we are not targeting record
distances, and low-power, off-the-shelf white LEDs have been
used. Larger distances could be attained by selecting adequate
higher-power LED in further developments.

First focusing on amplitude measurements (Fig. 5(a)), our
results highlight that in [White] cases (hexagons), LR305 out-
performs DQ1 for all distances. Moreover, above a distance of
∼ 35 cm, using the LR305 OA grants larger signals as compared
to the [bare PD] case. This indicates that the net OG of LR305
OA is larger than in that of bare PD, suggesting a clear advantage
in employing LR305-based OAs in WLC systems. It should be
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Fig. 4. Communication performance for both OAs, using WLED with and w/o blue filter as source: (a) recorded BER vs recorded signal amplitude, for 5 Mbps
(upper panel) and 1 Mbps (lower panel); (b) eye diagrams for all RX configurations at 5 Mbps, for fixed signal amplitude (15 mV); (c) recorded BER vs recorded
SNR (symbols) and model predictions (shaded area). The extension corresponds to the confidence interval of the model (see text).

Fig. 5. (a) Signal amplitude recorded as a function of the distance between
WLED and OAs. Two configurations are presented for the optical source ([White]
and [Filtered], respectively). In addition to each OA configuration ([DQ1] and
[LR305]) also [bare PD] configuration is analysed. (b) BER vs Distance between
light source and OAs. The cluster of experimental data inside the blue area refers
to [Filtered] configuration, whereas the yellow shaded area refers to [White]
configuration, for both 1 Mbps and 5 Mbps rates.

also noted that the net OG could be further increased by either
covering all the thin edges with PD elements, realizing larger
FCs (depending upon the minimum BW to be achieved and on
the strength of re-absorption effects), and/or coupling the PD
with an index matching material (not employed in our setup).

In all cases, [Filtered] cases (triangles) feature globally lower
signal strengths than [White] cases. In this, case both OAs more
clearly outperform the [bare PD, Filtered] already above ∼ 20
cm, with DQ1 featuring larger efficiencies than LR305 in the
whole range. Therefore, our analysis suggests that DQ1 OAs
are most effective in more specific blue/UV VLC applications.

In order to verify the indications obtained from pristine ef-
ficiency measurements, we show in Fig. 5(b) the BER values,
measured as a function of distance, for all analyzed configura-
tions, and for 1 Mbps and 5 Mbps rates (see legend for symbols
assignment). Two clusters of data are highlighted by blue and
yellow shaded areas, corresponding to [Filtered] and [White]
scenarios, respectively. In our experimental conditions, data
with BER < 10−10 are considered as “error-free”, and are not
shown in the graph. Considering the [Filtered] scenario, where
no BW limitations due to yellow LED phosphors lifetime are
expected (see Section III-A), the communication performances
are globally better when inserting OAs in the RX stage for both
baud rates, and larger communication distances are attained as
compared to the [bare PD cases] (blue/cyan symbols). This
confirms that both our OA-based VLC systems benefit from
the larger OG, with a slight out performance of DQ1 (yellow
symbols) over LR305 (red symbols).

The [White] cluster data demonstrates that exploiting the
whole white LED spectrum yields globally better performances
in VLC applications with respect to the blue-filtered option, for
a given WLED source, when no equalization techniques are
involved [65], and larger system distances can be attained. It is
evident that the most suited front-end for WLC applications is
the LR305-based OA. At 1 Mbps, this device attains error-free
distances of 0.70 m, outperforming the [DQ1] configuration,
the latter featuring error-free distances of 0.45 m due to re-
duced conversion efficiency on yellow wavelength components
(Section III-A). Noticeably, our analysis highlights equivalent or
slightly superior LR305 OA performances as compared to [bare
PD] setting, for both 1 Mbps and 5 Mbps rates. However, at
5 Mbps we notice that LR305 OA features slightly reduced link
lengths as compared to the 1 Mbps case. As LR305 retains the
WLED BW limitations, a reduced SNR and larger BW-induced
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inter-symbol interference (ISI) are affecting the performance of
the system. This effect is not visible in the case of DQ1 (yellow
symbols) due to inherent self-blue-filtering effects of this OF
(Section III-A).

Summarizing, our data show that in full white light applica-
tions the LR305 OA outperforms DQ1 OA, representing also a
valid alternative to bare PD front-ends. We notice that larger OAs
could be realized in future works, leveraging the advantages of
LR305 further. Conversely, the self-blue filtering feature in DQ1
antenna eliminates BW limiting effects related to WLED sources
also for higher data rates (5 Mbps) at the expense of its global
efficiency for WLC applications, making the DQ1 antenna very
promising for high-BW blue/UV light VLC applications. We
would like to point out that the observed data rate is not limited by
the intrinsic properties of the OAs, which are expected to support
larger baud rates when fast TX optical sources are employed, or
when pre/post equalization processes are put in play.

V. CONCLUSION

In our work, we realized and characterized two different OAs
based on FC, for application in white light VLC. We employed
two efficient fluorophores, originally developed for solar energy
conversion, namely DQ1 and LR305. We characterized both in-
trinsic efficiencies of our OAs, such as the conversion efficiency
using several LED sources with variable wavelength and the time
response to external light stimuli, and their performances when
integrated as an optical front end in a WLC communication
system. Both OAs feature fast response times of the order of
∼ 10 ns, comparable to the intrinsic lifetimes of the two OFs,
making them suitable in large data rate applications. A Monte
Carlo simulation has been furthermore implemented, demon-
strating the ability to closely reproduce the experimental data
on efficiency recorded as a function of the source wavelength.
The employed theoretical model has a general validity and
could be relevant in future developments of OAs for VLC and
LSC applications. We validate our OAs in a complete WLC
system, measuring SNR and BER as a function of distance
between TX and RX for data rates up to 5 Mbps. Our tests
are performed both with white- and blue-filtered light and show
that LR305-based OAs represent an excellent alternative to con-
ventional PD-based RX stages in WLC applications requiring
few-MHz-BW, as, e.g., in many IoT applications. Conversely,
in cases where blue/UV sources are employed, the best option
is represented by DQ1 OAs, in view of their larger Stokes
shift, reduced self-absorption [53] and better efficiency in the
blue/UV range, suggesting that larger OAs could be realized
as compared to LR305. The self-blue filtering property of DQ1
could be exploited to achieve large-BW WLC links, avoiding the
slow yellow components typical of the WLEDs spectrum, at the
expense of a reduced overall white light conversion efficiency.
We highlight that a large margin for technical improvement
exists for LR305 OAs, by, e.g., realizing larger slabs, equipping
the uncovered portions of their edges with reflective coating, and
using an index matching gel to couple the PD with the edge of
the slab, which should boost their efficiency and communication
performances even further. Our work represents a significant

step towards full-fledged deployment of VLC using white light,
where efficient, large-area and FoV, fast detectors with reduced
angular dependence are key elements to exploit ordinary white
LEDs as VLC transmitters. Moreover, as the presented OAs
are based on efficient LSC fluorophores, efficiently converting
white light, we envision that our results can be a reference for
future works aimed at developing a new class of hybrid devices
for joint WLC communication and solar energy harvesting,
which could be efficiently integrated into smart buildings for
the implementation of pervasive, energy-efficient networks.
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